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Memorandum 
1451 Quail Street, Suite 201 

NEWPORT BEACH, CA  92660 
TEL (949) 851-0995     FAX (949) 851-3059 

Date:  October 26, 2023 
 
To: Grass Valley City Counsel – Public Hearing #4 – Fire and Vegetative 

Management Tax 
 
From:  Mesa Management, Inc. Manager Grass Valley Shopping Center  
 
Subject:           Recommended Alternatives to Proposed Tax 
 
Sent Via Email to public@cityofgrassvalley.com 
 
Dear City Council Members ~ 
 
Mesa Management, Inc., and McKnight Crossing Shopping Center express gratitude to City staff 
for working with us on our Re-Imagine project to create a warm, inviting, destination so that 
people can enjoy an enhanced lifestyle experience.  
 
There are two items we wish to share with the City Council. 
 
1) We believe the new proposed tax increase will be an additional burden on local Grass Valley 
consumers and retail businesses at a time when local retail businesses and consumers are under 
extraordinary pressure due to inflation and the diminishing spending power of the dollar. 
  
We believe that the added tax, although intended to raise revenue, will lead to higher prices in 
Grass Valley compared to surrounding communities, less sales due to the higher prices, and more 
retail sales leakage as customers flee Grass Valley to take their business to more lucrative 
surrounding communities. 
 
2) We have evidence that in the past six months with the opening of just Target here at 
McKnight Crossing in Grass Vally, that Grass Valley has seen a projected increase in annual 
retail sales of just over $13 million.  This was leakage that had left Grass Valley and the 
surrounding communities for Auburn.  See attached chart data from Placer.ai Labs.  
 
In summary, we believe by keeping taxes low, by encouraging redevelopment, by reducing 
costly regulations, dynamic retail businesses will come to Grass Valley and attract consumers 
from all over to travel to Grass Valley to enjoy the enhanced lifestyle while spending their 
money.  This will increase the tax revenues to the City while benefiting all.  
 
Regards, 
Josh Recalde, Legislative Affairs  
Mesa Management, Inc. 
1451 Quail Street, Suite 200, Newport Beach, CA 92660 
jrecalde@mesamanagement net   www.mesamanagement net  
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Supplementary Information 
 

In the last HdL quarterly tax report, Target had not opened and was not in the Top 25 of Tax Contributors.  And 
the Center was in the middle of our construction on a pathway to the vision the community is starting to see, 
with a Center Grand Opening in the spring.  

The next HdL quarterly tax report is due out any day.  What that will show is Target is now at the Top  of the 
Top 25 Retail Tax contributors and is projected to alone contribute an incremental $500,000 a year in Retail 
Tax contributions.   

That is a meaningful contribution to offset a fiscal emergency and provide necessary funds for Fire mitigation 
without the burden of additional taxes.  

Target Grass Valley is performing well: 

Below are several graphics to indicate the solid performance of Target in Grass Valley, out performing Target 
Auburn since launch earlier this your.  This creates convenience, reduces trips and miles travelled, consistent 
with the City’s Strategic Goals, and creates meaningful jobs. 

Thank you to the Grass Valley community and we are working hard to finalize our plans, introduce gathering 
spaces and put the final touches on the Center.  

Observations: 

We have recent data that shows Grass Valley Target is outperforming Auburn's Target. 
 
We believe this captures a correction of “leakage” (Sales tax dollars leaving the City). 
 
This indicates Grass Velley residents are no longer traveling to Auburn and spending their money and spending 
their money here in Grass Valley to generate substantial and sustainable Retail Tax Revenue. 
 
This also fits in well with the City’s Strategic Plan to reduce trips and miles driven.  
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Observations: 

This Heat Map indicates the Target at McKnight Crossing is servicing customers from both Grass Valley and 
the local Region.  

 

Source: Placer.AI 
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Observations: 

The Primary Route of Travel is on the 49, servicing customers from the North.  
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Miranda Bacon

From: HOFFMAN LARRY <
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2023 5:18 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: Voice Mail (2 minutes and 8 seconds)
Attachments: audio.mp3

My name is Larry Hoffman and I live at 266 N Auburn, St. My public comment is related to tonight's vote to put 
forward a sales tax increase on the March ballot. Most of US homeowners and residents of Grass Valley are either 
retired or employed in jobs much less lucrative than those in current current government positions. Plus, we live 
here. Unlike most city staff who reside outside the city, we cannot afford to see our cost for living here increase and 
be able to maintain a decent, decent lifestyle. Lifestyle. Excuse me. Here are some of the increased costs we are 
seeing. Recent increases to the city water sewer rates will cost residents and businesses at least 25% or more in the 
next five years. We already pay 1% and put perpetuity for Measure E, which has been spent on more fire, police and 
residential expenses than the infrastructure improvements it said were needed. Living expensive have gone through 
the roof. Inflation has made food and gasoline prices go up almost exponentially. We drive around town and still pay 
over 50, $75.00 a month just for gas. PG&E rates are amongst the highest in the nation and they want to increase it 
even more. Homeowners and car insurance rate increases have and will continue to make living here more and more 
unaffordable. Although I support the need for extra fire resources and mitigation efforts, I know the city should have 
foreseen these years ago and dealt it with them within the fiscal budgets it was given. For these reasons, the City 
Council. I hope the City Council votes to deny this measure. If not, I hope the city voters do. 

You received a voice mail from HOFFMAN LARRY. 
 
 

 
Thank you for using Transcription! If you don't see a transcript above, it's because the audio quality was not clear enough to 
transcribe. 
 
Set Up Voice Mail 
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Miranda Bacon

From: HOFFMAN LARRY < >
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2023 5:04 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: Voice Mail (1 minute and 27 seconds)
Attachments: audio.mp3

Hi, my name is Joyce Hoffman. I live on North Auburn St. in Grass Valley. I don't know Matthew Coulter. I do know 
that he's been vocal in his opinions against the city staff and council members, and that part of his legal settlement 
with the city is that he has easy access to vocally participate in council meetings remotely. Many citizens have 
reasons for not being able to physically participate in the evening meetings. This can be due to physical disabilities, 
job or educational commitments, or family responsibilities. All of us deserve and have earned and need to have the 
same ease to participate remotely. Please make attendance in our City Council's planning committees, historic 
meetings, etcetera easier to participate in. Why do we have to wait to submit our comments until after 5:00 PM on 
the evening of the meeting? Is 1 phone contact enough for the limited time to submit? Since COVID prompted 
remote access to all public meetings, the Brown Act will support enabling equal access to all. Please make us all have 
equal access to our public meetings. Make it easier. 

You received a voice mail from HOFFMAN LARRY. 
 
 

 
Thank you for using Transcription! If you don't see a transcript above, it's because the audio quality was not clear enough to 
transcribe. 
 
Set Up Voice Mail 


